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ABSTRACT

The present report covers object, conception, engineering solution of construction of

modern system of high-powered reactor in-core control, including VVER-1000 (V-320)

reactors.

It is known that ICMS main task is on-line monitoring distribution of power release

field and its functioning independently of design programs to avoid common reason error.

It is shown in what way field of power release recovery has been carrying on; rest on the

signals of in-core neutron and temperature sensors.

On the base of the obtained and refined information there have being automatically

generated signals of preventive and emergency protection on local parameters (linear power

to the maximum intensive fuel elements, reserve to heat exchange crisis, «picking factor»).

There have represented technology on sensors and processing methods of SPND and TC

signals, ICIS composition and structure, program hard ware, system and applied software.

Structure, composition and the taken decisions allow combining class IE and class B and C

tasks in accordance with international norms of separation and safety classes' realization.

At present ICIS-M is a system, providing implementation of control, safety, information

and diagnostic functions, which allow securing actual increase of quality, reliability and

safety in operation of nuclear fuel and NPP units. And at the same time it reduces human

factor negative influence to core work thermo technical reliability in the operational process.
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1. OBJECT

The object of creation of In-core Instrumentation system (ICIS) for high-powered
reactors, including VVER-1000 reactors, is increasing of NPP operation safety and efficiency,
due to:

• increase of response speed, precision, reliability of operational monitoring of neutron-
physical and thermal hydraulic parameters of the reactor core and primary circuit in
stationary and transitional regimes including situation when fuel assemblies with
individual characteristics are used; reduction of human factor negative influence to core
work thermo technical reliability in the operational process; information support
provision during transient modes control;

• detection of anomaly in-core function at the first stages of their occurrence with the
purpose of exclusion of undesirable power liberation surges, including provision of
"mild" condition of nuclear fuel operation.

Besides, the system should posses widely developed self-diagnostic function, providing
monitoring and timely indication during malfunction of some equipment elements (units), and
also some software elements, producing difficulties and reduction of number of system
functions, and also signalization of unauthorized access to the system.

2. CONCEPTION

The logic of function and correspondingly, conception of modern ICIS structure and
architecture construction cause two-level ICIS structure, every level of which is realized in
the form of dubbed Soft and Hardware Complex of Lower Level (SHW-LL) and Upper Level
(SHW-UL). Logic of the ICIS function means sequential two-level processing of sensors
current information:

On the low level (SHW-LL) on-the-fly (not more than 0,5 sec. delay) in seven layers on
core height, using particular calibration coefficients, it is determined maximal linear power of
fuel elements of every 163 fuel assemblies. This allows detecting in time exceeding of local
parameters permissible limits in case of Control Rods uncontrolled motion, or in case of
operator's error. Then it is made comparison with the set-points and it is given an automatic
protection signal in case if local parameters (Fuel element linear power or DNBR) exceed
permissible limits. On the upper level (SHW-UL) with inaccuracy not more than +(2 •*• 2,5 %)
are made:

• calculations of the current distribution of power release volume field and its functionals
in space 163x16;

• calculations of calibration coefficients for lower level, forecasting calculations of core
dynamic behavior for transient modes management.
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At that program of field of power release recovery should use algorithms, different to
design calculation algorithms for common failure excluding (principle of in-depth protection).
Self-diagnostics should be carried out at the upper and lower levels, the results should be
informed by Remote Workstation Location of Operational Personnel (RWS OP) and Remote
Workstation Location of System Administrator (RWS SA). In the base of calculations on field
of power release recovery there should be used sensors indications, ensuring information
reliability, proved in NPP conditions.

3. TECHNICAL DECISIONS

Below technical decisions on sensors, measuring instruments, hardware and software
are briefly described. General structural diagram is given in figure 1.

Fig. 1. General structural diagram

In the steady-state basic operation mode of a nuclear power plant with the
VVER-1000 reactors, the total thermal power NAKZ released in the reactor was determined by
five independent methods:
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NAKNP - according to the readings of ionization chamber sensors being a part of the neutron
flux monitoring equipment (NFME)

NSPND - according to the readings of self-powered neutron detectors (SPND)
NjK — according to the readings of the sensors monitoring the thermal parameters of circuit

I
NJIK - according to the readings of the sensors monitoring the thermal parameters of circuit

II
NSPND - by the flow rate of feeding water in the circuit (SPND)

The true value of parameter NAKZ is determined by the following expression involving
the weight functions

N.rr, = -^

where: N - are the values of thermal power found by five measuring methods listed above,
Wj - are the statistical weights of these measurements.

Each of these methods can involve systematic and/or random (of an unknown origin)
deviations of the measured values of a parameter from its true values. The systematic
deviations due to the failures of a sensor or equipment, or to the drawbacks in the
metrological performance of instrumentation, flow adjusting washers, etc. are eliminated at
the starting-up and adjustment stage. To avoid the subjectivism and voluntarism in
determining the statistical weights assigned to the aforementioned methods, a special
statistical technique was developed [10].

3.1. Sensors

To monitor core distribution of volume field of power release, signals [1] are used:

• 448 (7x64) rhodium Self-Power Neutron Detector (SPND);
• 95 thermocouples (TC) ChrAl;
• 16 TC (ChrAl) and 8 thermo resistors (TR) at primary circuit hot and cold legs.

Sensors of control rods positions, boric acid concentration, pressure, primary and
secondary coolant flow rate and so on. With the purpose of excluding influence of connection
line sections, locating in the core, and also general electrical disturbances, each SPND is
provided with individual background thread and each SPND is provided with individual
amplifier with subtraction of background thread current. On the section "sensor - SHW-LL
input" the signal is transferred by connection lines of twisting structure with double screen.

To improve temperature control precision the system uses thermocouples and thermo
resistors with individual calibration characteristics and application of thermo stabilization
technology.

In the framework of the normal in-core monitoring system, the rhodium SPNDs
combined into the SPND assemblies are put into a "dry" channel (seven units per channel).
The coefficients of transformation from the values of the SPND currents to the values of the
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linear release of the thermal power in the neighboring fuel elements were found
experimentally at such reactors with booted fuel assemblies equipped by thermocouples as
VVER-440 (Loviisa, Paks, Dukovany, and Bohunice nuclear power plants) and VVER-1000
(the 5th block of the Novovoronezli nuclear power plant).

The developed measurement instrumentation and computer hardware provide an
opportunity of receiving and on-line processing of the signals from the thermocouples (TC)
and SPNDs taking into account their individual calibration characteristics. The operation
speed was significantly enhanced due to the elimination of the delay introduced by the
rhodium emitter.

Cartogram of location KNI with SPND, TC, and Control Rods is given in figure

±*
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Fig. 2. Cartogram of location KNI with SPND, TC, and Control Rods

3.2. Soft and Hardware Complex of Lower Level (SHW-LL)

3.2.1. SHW-LL Software and Hardware

SHW-LL is built on the base of the equipment, meeting Russian Federation modern
standard requirements, IEC and IAEA norms and requirements which cover safety important
systems, and acquire improved metrological, reliable and time characteristics. SHW-LL
equipment is seismic stable. High requirements to internal impact protection (disturbance
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proof, seismic stability, climatic influence stability) allow using the equipment in hard
industrial conditions in various climatic zones.

To improve reliability there was provided inside doubling of data links and power
supply in SHW-LL equipment and also connection channels. SHW-LL meets IE safety class
requirements. Measuring, processing and information transfer cycle into SHW-UL is 1 sec.
The methods being used for reliability provision in SHW-LL allow obtaining the following
values of reliability:

Minimal value of mean-time-between-failures (h):

1) by protection signal formation on heat exchange crisis margin (DNBR):
- «false» signal generation - 1,7 x 106;
- missing of generation-2,7 x 10u ;
2) by protection indication forming on linear power release:
- «false» signal generation - 2,3 x 107;

- missing of generation —2,7 x 1011.

3.2.2. Application Software SHW-LL (AS-LL)

AS SHW-LL carries out the following functions: by SPND currents and the coefficients,
sent from SHW-UL, it calculates linear power of maximal loaded FE in each FA in seven
levels throughout the height, compares with permissible settings and in case of their
exceeding produce signals PP-2 into RPS.

In SHW-LL when using SPND detector indications for automatic protection purposes, it
is provided their response time remove with the correcting filter with delay up to 0,5 sec. and
with Kalman filter with Tsimbalov modification, with delay up to 2 sec.

3.3. Soft and Hardware Complex of Upper Level (SHW-UL)

3.3.1. SHW-UL Software and Hardware

Key features of SHW-UL technical platform go as follows:

1. Software and Hardware work in operational environment "Unix" (SUN "Solaris",
"Linux" etc.);

2. sample architecture of open systems, which enables creation of modern and prospective
decisions on the base of widely used standards (standards - POSIX 1, l.b, l.c and
others);

3. the most technological industrial constructive (reliability, repair ability, assembling
decision spectrum) - Compact PCI;

4. high productivity — processor modules with operating speed, enough for analysis of the
reactor unit state, including modeling of core neutron-physical and thermo hydraulic
processes in real time;

5. system reliability with application of new structural decisions, including some
components control and monitoring, and also support of cluster technologies for full use
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of computing resources together with automatic resources reconfiguration in case of
components or modules failure.

In accordance with Russia normative documents SHW-UL has passed through
interdepartmental testing for conformance to nuclear power use norms and regulations, and is
recommended for NPP use in the safety important systems.

3.3.2. Application Software for ICIS Upper Level (AS-UL)

AS-UL is meant for ICIS sensors signal processing, power release field and its
functionals recovery, forecasting of core dynamic behavior in transient processes, and also it
fulfills many other ICIS service functions, including ICIS metrological characteristics control.

3.3.2.1. Determination of Fuel Assembly linear power in SPND location.

Stationary FA linear power in SPND location is calculated by the formula (1)

S-M-J,,-Kad

~K-L-(l-n-YY , (1)

where:
Q — FA linear power;
5 — transient function from the emission current in the detector emitter, to average power
6 fuel elements, surrounding the detector;
M— number of fuel elements in FA;
Kc — load coefficient of FE, surrounding the detector, is calculated by special program
(for each FE);
TJ and p — parameters, characterizing burn-up rate of neutron-sensitive material in the
detector;
7 - integral of emitter current by the detector work time;
Jn - detector emitter current;
Kad- adaptation coefficient.

To obtain transient function values there used cells and FA neutron-physical
characteristics calculation program ("TVS-M" program) [4]. Relation between average power
of FE, surrounded the detector, and the detector indication is determined on the base of data,
obtained by "TBC-M" program.

By definition activation component of emission current in the emitter, equals to
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where: P^JCI(r)- distribution of density of probability beta-particles escape, which are
emitted during beta-decay of rhodium activated nuclear, and their participation in current
emission.

Total current, emitted in the detector emitter, by definition equals to

J = ee-]\ cp(x, E) • Plol (r) • S . , . E)2nrdrdE m

Where: ptol{r) distribution of density of probability beta-particles escape, which are
emitted either during beta-decay of rhodium activated nuclear or as a result of Compton
scattering and photo-electrical absorption of radiation gamma-quantum, being emitted
momentary during rhodium radiation capture.

Transient function equals to ratio between FE average power, surrounding the detector,
and the current, emitted in the detector emitter.

Distribution of probability electrons escape from detector emitter is calculated in
advance by special programs [5].

Transient function S depends upon FA parameters and medium parameters, and due to
arguments separability, is usually represented as a function with coefficients, obtained as a
result of approximation by the function a set of transient function values at various FA and
medium parameters. Transient function, providing non-underestimation of local power in the
most loaded FA, for WER-1000 reactor, goes as follows:

+P4-W
3 +P5-W

4)\l + P6 -{l + P7-W)-{G-G0)\

where:
Pj..., Pj7- approximation coefficients, being calculated by "C17-TVS-M" program;
W, Wp - current fuel burn-up and fuel burn-up with introduced absorber (Absorption
Element (AE) or rods with burning-up absorber (RBA);
G, Go - current and reference water density;
C, Co - current and reference concentration of natural boron in the water;
Q, Qo— current and reference specific power;
N- Detector number throughout the assembly height;
D - indicator of introduced into FA absorber." AE or RBA (D=J, if the absorber is
introduced, D=0, if the absorber is not introduced).

Water density, boron concentration and specific power reference values correspond to
the values, which were used in advanced calculations by "TVS-M" program.
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As it was mentioned above, transient function S, and to put it more precisely, analytic
form coefficients are determined in such way that it is provided non-underestimation of FA
maximal linear power, which usually takes place during 1st - 2nd year of FA operation.
Heavily burnt-up FA powers are usually noticeably less than average values and they are
underestimated by transient function. For more precise description of heavily burnt-up FA
powers after 3 year operation another approximation coefficients should be used [7]. Now all
calculations are done using the uniform formula.

3.3.2.2. Power Release (PR) field recovery

PR field recovery (q) is based upon mathematical model, including common decision of

natural equation of connection between measurement results Q and desired PR field q and

neutron diffusion equation, described in difference form

where:

M - PR field communication statement with measurement result;
<5U-measurement accuracy;

L - matrix of difference scheme of diffusion equation;
SL — equation discrepancy.

Equation system (5) and (6) is redundant with respect to q: for which decision least-
squares method is used. Optimal assessment for q is considered by the solution, with which
the functional is minimal

<j> = SM • DM Sir + S*L -DL-SL, ( 7 )

where:
*- conjugating symbol;

DM - dispersion matrix of accuracy SM;

Di - dispersion matrix of discrepancy 8L.

As neutron flow diffusion equation, the Helmholtz equation is used
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where: /J - material parameter,

(9)

A solution to equation (8) is found with the help of simple iteration method by the
above mentioned equation transform to finite-difference approximation in the form of:

Hi M,2{ A
--1 = 0 (10)

Where the first bracket describes process of neutron transfer through 6 side edges, the
second bracket describes process of neutron transfer through upper and lower edges; and the
last one in the left part of equation (10) describes neutron source in the process.

A solution to equation (8) with material parameter, represented in the form of (9)
through formula (10), being its simplest difference approximation with using of one point of
difference grid in the center of each cell, extremely simplifies calculating realization of the
task, making it dependent upon the only space variable K'x .

To obtain the maximum accuracy of the interpolation, we use the diffusion equation for
the slowing-down neutrons. The slowing-down neutrons are described in terms of the
smoothest function of the power-release field distribution on the space of the uranium-water
lattice in the core of W E R reactors. This ensures the highest accuracy in the solution of the
interpolation problem for the power-release field. This statement was justified by
computations based on "Permak" four-group program for fuel element-by-element calculation
using the thirty-layer approximation.

110 121 132 Hi

Fig. 3. The central section of the active zone A-A. The top layer.
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The neutron fluxes calculated by "Permak" routine are presented in figures 3 and 4 as
well as in figures 5 and 6 (the first two groups correspond to the fast neutrons, whereas the
3rd and the 4th groups correspond to the slowing-down and thermal neutrons, respectively).

rpynns 2. onoSS 15 •»;, rpyrma 3. cno!i15
c p apK'N- ftifi 2-ca rpynnw sp. apti$M. /Jnss 3-

110 " 121 132 M3

Fig. 4. The central section of the active zone A-A. The middle layer.

^

Fig. 5. The peripheral section of the active zone B-B. The top layer.

The calculations were performed for two core cross-sections, A - A and B - B (see
figure 2) in the top (layer 1) and middle (layer 15) layers (the layers are enumerated from top
to bottom).
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The calculations confirmed the theoretical prediction concerning the maximum
"smoothness" of the spatial distribution of the flux corresponding to the slowing-down
neutrons in the core of VVER reactors. This determined the choice of such a group of
neutrons as the most suitable one for performing the interpolation.

-rpynns t. cnoii 15 -st-ipyn.'ra 2. cnofc 15

- cp, sprttpM. Bpn 1-nfi rpynnw —— q>. apwt^M. $n« 2-ow rpyn;

•rpynneS. c/iosiis -~w~-rpynna 4. ano« 15

-cp . apn$M. jftna S-sa rpynnu — o p . sptnttM. flnn 4-oB r

Fig. 6. The peripheral section of the active zone B-B. The middle layer.

To reduce discrepancy between neutron-physical model (6) and sensors' indications (5)
there introduced parameter amendments //2 and Y,f in the form of

(11)

(12)

where:

ufcC - material parameter, fission cross-section;

Ef - identity matrix;
am,pn —unknown adaptation coefficients;

Xm,y" - diagonal matrix, containing magnitudes and relative magnitudes (adaptation factors).
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Adaptation coefficients am and /?,, are determined out condition of functional minimum
from (12).

At that operator L is represented in the form of

- ^ & r + 2 —SB , , - .
dam

 m »=i dj3n ", (13)

where:
Sam,spn- amendments to adaptation coefficients am, and/3,,;

Lo -value L for recalculation «„, and pn

At the formation of new fuel loads with large gradients between neighboring fuel
assemblies, it is necessary to undertake measures for taking into account the growing leakage.
Now, this problem is successfully solved.

4. RESULTS OF THE TESTS

"Khortitsa-M" application software package in combination with SHW-UL were tested
and put into operation in the course of modernization of the 5th and 6th blocks at the
Kozloduy nuclear power plant and also at the newly built 3rd block of the Kalinin nuclear
power plant and the 1 st and 2nd blocks of the nuclear power plant in China. At the nuclear
power plant in China, "Khortitsa-M" application software was updated by introducing by a
special core function taking into account the local parameters. Below, we present some results
of the accepted technical decisions.

4.1. Determination of the measurement errors for the total thermal power

4.1.1. The measurement error for the total thermal power at transient regimes

The results of the tests of the monitoring function for the total thermal power performed
by different testing methods in the course of the fast processes are presented in figs. 7 and 8.

According to the plot shown in figure 7 and corresponding to the accelerated unloading
of the power generating unit at the fast dipping downward the control cluster of the control
and protection system (CC CPS, group 10), when two main circulation pumps were switched
off and to the plot shown in figure 8 (fast removal of CC CPS, group 10), it is possible to
come to the conclusion that the method of determining the power values by measuring the
SPND currents is the most accurate and fast. The plot shown in Fig. 8 demonstrates that the
rate of the response to the CC CPS motion in two monitoring methods for the thermal power,
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iVspND and JVAKNP a r e t n e s a m e a n d exceed 7ViK by 6 seconds. The further studies demonstrated
that the delay in the monitoring of the total thermal power at the variation rates below 1% per
second does not exceed 0,5 s.

Fig. 7. Reactor unloading, MCP disconnecting, changes in the departure from nucleate boiling
ratio

26.052005 26.05.2005 28.05.2005 25.0S.2005 26.05.2005 26.05.2005 28D5.20Q5 26105.2005 28.052005
10:30:43 10:31:26 10:32:10 10:32:53 10:33:36 1034:19 10:35:02 10:3536 10:38:29

Fig. 8. Time delay in controlling the core heat power using dc SPND
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4.1.2. The monitoring error at the steady-state basic regime

The "true value" of the in-core thermal power NAKZ is determined based on the formula
presented in Section 2.

Table 1. The results of measurements and the statistical weights for calculations of power NAKZ
(3rd block of the Kalinin NPP)

Measurement methods
Measured values of TV,

(MW) Calculated statistical weights \v\

Results for each method

^VAKNP
-NsPND

Nuc
N2K

JVPVD

2905,8
28713
2894,5
2870,8
2667,9

0,2383
0,2434
0,2428
0,2432
0,0323

Results for 3 chosen methods

-NsPND

Nuc
Nvc

2871,3
2894,5
2870,8

0,4157
0,1728
0,4115

Results for 2 chosen methods
-WsPND

N2K

Set of results

5
measurements

3
measurements

2
measurements

True
power

value and
•WAKZ

2877,84

2875,08

2871,05

Std.
Dev.

106,3

14,31

0,35

2871,3
2870,8

0,5000
0,5000

Relative measurement error at different confidence levels
Calculation according to
the normal corrections
95%

3,24%

0,56%

0,02%

99%

4,26%

0,74%

0,02%

99,90%

5,44%

0,95%

0,03%

Calculation according to the
Student corrections

95%

5,23%

0,93%

0.03%

99%

7,89%

1,66%

0,08%

99,90%

13,18%

3,64%

0,25%

The results of the measurements performed by five methods and the statistical weights
corresponding to them for the 3rd block of the Kalinin nuclear power plant are presented in
Table 1. In this table, we also present the "true values" of power and the relative errors for
three confidence levels.

We should keep in mind that the values obtained in such a way reflect an instantaneous
state of the core and of its monitoring systems. To acquire a confidence to the obtained results
and for their final admission, it is necessary to perform long-term observations revealing the
trends of these quantities and to find out the most stable and adequate values of the statistical
weights and the statistical estimates of the measurement errors for the core operating at the
normal power level as well as at all other nominal transient and steady-state modes. In
addition, the aforementioned weights and measurement errors can have different values at
each individual power generating unit.
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4.2. The errors in the recovery of the power release field

In ICIS-M, the elimination of the effects related to the delay of the beta-decay in
rhodium on the SPND signals was carried out through the use of "Kalman filter" adjusted to
the actual instrumentation with the sampling rate 0.16 s and to the actual processes with the
variation rate up to 5% per second and with the delay not exceeding 0,5 s.

To check the quality of its adjustment, we performed the reactor tests and those using a
testing ground.

To reveal and determine the errors related to the use of "Kalman filter", we carried out
the following numerical and metrological studies.

As a "reference device" measuring (and transforming) the readings of the rhodium
SPND providing the actual measurements of the current, we used, alongside with "Kalman
filter", the so called "correcting filter", that is, the reverse matrix with respect to the transfer
function of the rhodium SPND. The implementation of such a filter allows us to check the
error related to the transformations performed by "Kalman filter" in the course of monitoring
of the fast processes occurring at the rate exceeding 0,5% per second.

Tok (mkA)

I N

I (40% of 1 mkA p

N c o r r e c t

\

" ^ \

irsec)

DeHaKa.»™=0-2

. —

\OOOSNUP-ASCUR (19.01.2006) | •

'mkA = 27% of 1 n

• N L .

Kalman

^ — — — "

kA i

f^~ ;

'dpz j

250 5 10 15 20

Fig. 9. Operation model of Rhodium detector equipped with corrective filter and Kalman filter

Using the mathematical testing ground, (the MathLab package), we simulated the
neutron flux varying at the rates 0,5%, 5%, and 40% per second. Using the dynamic response
of the rhodium sensor, we draw the corresponding plots for the SPND currents. Then, using
the "correcting filter", we solved the inverse problem, that is, drawing the plot for the neutron
flux. The results provided by the "correcting filter" almost coincided with the initial neutron
flux at al ranges of the variation rate. The same calculations were performed using the
Kalman filter. The results based on the Kalman filter were nearly the same as those provided
by the "correcting filter" at the flux variation rate equal to 0,5% per second (see figure. 9).
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In Figure 10 we illustrate the results of applying two filters, the "correcting filter" and
"Kalman filter", to processing of the actual values of the current in the rhodium SPND
recorded into the archive file during falling of the cluster in the neighboring cell. This
numerical experiment confirmed the possibility to use "Kalman filter" in the framework of
the ICIS-M.

Fig. 10. Outcomes of processing SPND currents using Kalman filter with various assigned
response rates, and corrective filter with assigned scanning rate

The cell with fallen
cluster

Fig. 11. Arrangement of ICIS detectors at Kozloduy NPP, Unit 5

To analyze the quality of the monitoring of the local Qim during a fast process at the
operating reactor, we studied the archive database of the signals recorded by SPNDs at
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different cells of the core at the 5th block of the Kozloduy nuclear power plant. The
signals corresponded to a fast drop (during 1-2 seconds) of the individual cluster of the
working group located in cell 11-26 with its subsequent removal. At this stage, the reactivity
was compensated by the upward motion of the other clusters of group 10.

In figure 11, we present a cartogram of the core, where the cell with the fallen cluster, is
indicated by red color. The cells where the assemblies with seven SPNDs were located are
marked by green color. In each assembly, the SPNDs were uniformly distributed over the core
height.

CO CO ~=T TT

co oo co .co co. co "̂ r

LO ' UO lO <—> w
•^r— OJ co LO CO
ir>' in in I D tn

-̂ — O4 CN C*-4
T1- CN CO •sr
CD CD o cr>

Fig. 12. Position of CR 11-26 during the falling and withdrawal

o 100

T, ceK

Fig. 13. Position of CR 11-26 during the falling in the first 11 seconds
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In figures 12 - 14, we present the plots illustrating:
The changes in the locations of the dropped cluster in the course of its falling and the

subsequent taking away;
The positions of clusters belonging to group 10 course of their falling and the

subsequent taking CR CPS away from cell 11-26.

o 284

I 283

'
9 9 o

Fig. 14. Position of CR 05-26 and other control rods of bank 10 with CR falling in channel
11-26 during lOmin

-KHM 12-25-1 (MicAt

- KH M l 2-25-4 (MK/SJI

-KHM 12-25-7 (M«AI

Fig. 15. SPND currents in NFMC 12-25 without elimination of delay period at the moment of
CR falling in channel 11-26 (10 seconds)
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In figures 15-18, we present the plots illustrating the variation of currents in the 1st,
4th, and 7th SPNDs in the neighboring cell 12-25 at two time scales (10 min and 10 sec.) for
two versions with elimination of the delay (by "Kalman filter") and without such elimination.

1.05 -

1 •

D . 9 5 •

0.75-

0.7

— 1 —

i t 1—

—•-

—*-

—

——t-

"TTl
\
\\

_ \\ -*-KHHt2-2S4(Mii/g

^»^KHH 12-25-7 (MKA)

Fig. 16. SPND currents in NFMC 12-25 with eliminated delay period at the moment of CR
falling in channel 11-26 (with Kalman filter) (10 seconds)

i 0.9

Fig. 17. SPND currents without elimination of delay period at the moment of CR falling in
channel 11-26 depicted within expanded time interval (10 min)

The presented plots reveal the relation between the SPND currents and the factors
mentioned above. The comparison of the figures clearly demonstrates that without the
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elimination of delay, the position in time of some important details becomes lost. For
example, in the processes with the characteristic time of the order of 10 minutes, the
demonstration of time corresponding to the minimum in the power release field is retarded by
3 minutes, whereas the details of the process with the characteristic time of about 10 seconds
disappear completely.

Fig. 18. SPND currents with eliminated delay period at the moment of CR falling in channel
11-26 depicted within expanded time interval (10 minutes)

Thus, there appears an opportunity to monitor the dynamic processes within the core
having the characteristic time of about 3-6 s at a high accuracy and with minimum delay. This
provides the possibility to forestall the manifestations of anomalous thermomechanical
processes affecting the thermomechanical reliability of the core and to send timely the signals
to the automated protection system controlling the local parameters.

The two-level structure of the ICIS-M allows one to divide the whole range of input
signals into groups according to their rate: with the signal variation rate above and below 1-
2% per second. The signals of the first group could be attributed to the class of disturbances
or alarm signals; they are processed by the AS-LL with the aim to their screening or analog-
to-digital conversion for sending them to the upper level or to the automated protection
system. The signals of the second group are related to the quasi-steady-state or steady-state
processes; they are processed by the AS-UL as the signals of the basic mode with the aim to
recover the power release field.

Speaking about the errors in the recovery of the power release field, we imply the errors
corresponding to the steady-state operation mode. Therefore, to determine the values of these
errors, we should use a the reference data, the field calculated the "Permak" routine taking
into account the errors characteristic of this calculated field:
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^Kh ermak/Khortisa)

where:

^Khortica ~ m e error of Khortitsa-M

^Fmnaka ~ m e error of Permak

SSpermak/Khorusa ~ standard square difference between results of Permak and Khortitsa-M

The calculated errors of the recovered of the power release field for the 1st and 3rd
blocks of the Kalinin nuclear power plant at different values of Tes are presented in table 2.

Table 2. Calculation of errors for the Kalinin nuclear power plant at different values of Tss

Block
in

NPP
1

3

Teff

8
20
40

2
10
20

Which cells are included in calculation

All
5.37
3.88
3.62
2.31
2.29
2.32

With
Kq>1

4.39
3.32
3.03
2.30
2.28
2.27

Kq>1.2
3.99
3.10
3.10
2.23
2.26
2.19

Q<90
5.47
3.94
3.65
2.31
2.29
2.33

Kq>1 and
Q<90

4.48
3.36
3.03
2.31
2.29
2.28

Kq>1.2
and Q<90

4.18
3.17
3.18
2.23
2.26
2.19

No
detectors

5.81
4.51
4.32
2.58
2.46
2.45

Detectors
only

5.06
3.41
3.09
2.11
2.17
2.24

Kq — result of correction reading of Khortisa-M
Q — charge value in detector DPZ.

4.2.1 The errors in the determination of the linear power release in the SPND locations at the
steady-state basic regime

On the one hand, the value of errors depends on the deviations of the geometry and the
composition of the materials used in the design of SPNDs from the corresponding nominal
characteristics, on the displacement of SPNDs from the expected design positions, etc. On the
other hand, it depends on the local characteristics of the core related to neutron physics
(deviations from the nominal values of fuel pellet sizes, of the values of enrichment, etc. We
assume a random character of all these deviations and take into account the isotropy of the
neutron flux within the VVER-1000 core. This leads us to the conclusion that the
measurement results agree well with those corresponding to the nominal values of the fuel
parameters. Some systematic errors should be revealed and either be eliminated during the
assembling, starting-up and adjustment, or be taken into account in the course of the signal
processing.

Namely, we should deal with
• the changes in the dimensions of the emitter in all SPNDs;
• the displacement of SPNDs from the expected design position;
• the error in determining the sensitivity coefficients;
• the correctness in the elimination of delay in the flexible manner etc.
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The uncompensated systematical errors, which are not revealed by the statistical
analysis, should manifest themselves via the discrepancy between the total thermal power
released in the core determined based on the recovered field and the total thermal power
calculated based on the thermal and hydraulic parameters of the first and second circuits. All
systematic and random deviations, which were not eliminated, contribute to the resulting
value of the statistically estimated error of the recovered power release field. The statistical
estimate of the error is defined in terms of the root-mean-square deviation of the volumetric
factor characterizing the inhomogeneity of the power release field from its the most reliable
value with respect to the nominal fuel and SPND parameters.

4.2.2. The errors in the determination of volumetric factor characterizing the inhomogeneity
of power release in the SPND-free prisms

In addition to the factors listed in Subsection 3.2.1, the errors depend also on the lack of
accuracy in determining the lower boundary of the neutron absorber in the clusters according
to the readings of the sensors measuring the positions of the working group or of an
individual CC CPS.

In figure 19 we present the time dependence of the signals generated by rhodiun SPNDs
at the 5th block of the Kozloduy nuclear power plant: curve (a) depicts the time dependence
of the SPND current without the elimination of the delay and curve (b) depicts the time
dependence of the SPND current processed by the Kalman-Tsymbalov to eliminate the delay.

PHC. 19. The time dependence of the signals generated by rhodiun SPNDs at the 5th block of
the Kozloduy:

(a) the time dependence of the SPND current without the elimination of the delay
(b) the time dependence of the SPND current processed by the Kalman-Tsyrnbalov to
eliminate the delay
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The second curve clearly demonstrates that the delay elimination procedure causes the
additional contribution to the error equal to about 0,3-0,4% of the signal magnitude. This
contribution is significantly smaller than that related to the difference in the detector sizes.
The largest contribution to the error comes from the sensitivity if SPNDs to the thermal power
release in six neighboring fuel elements surrounding a SPND. According to different
estimates, it ranges from 1% to 2%.

The comparative analysis of the errors for the 1st and 3rd blocks of the Kalinin nuclear
power plant demonstrates that the strict symmetry of the fuel loading and the due account for
slugs, transferred electric charge, etc. lead to the decrease in the error of the metrological
control.

The comprehensive metrological analysis developed by us showed that the attained
value of the errors in the recovery of the power release field is as follows (if we do not take
into account the errors introduced by the conversion of the SPND current to the values of the
power release in the neighboring fuel elements):

up to 0.5% in fuel assemblies at the location of reliable SPNDs;
up to 1-2% in the fuel elements without SPNDs.

5. ABOUT CONCEPTION OF MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

Minimization of human factor unfavorable consequences is solved the most efficiently
by reliable automation of routine control actions to regulation controls (for instance,
automatic fixed power maintenance by APC, automatic generation of EP, PP signals and so
on). Human factor favorable influence gain is the most effectively solved by provision of
continuous monitor screen view of the current information about core main processes, which
are the most advisable for operations staff attention, and giving a chance to influence the
above mentioned processes. Such information, presented in friendly, ergonornically self-
possessed form, attracts operations staff attention to the reactor processes and induces to be
always ready to make an optimal decision.

Taking into account linear dependence of main dynamic core characteristics (power,
temperature, boric and other reactivity coefficients) upon neutron-physical and
thermohydraulical characteristics of the core under such low perturbance, technological
naturalness of those perturbances origin, there appear a real possibility of those coefficients
current values determining, and establishing and forecasting of anomalies in technological
process at early stage of their development.

Efficiently and properly presented information about the results of previous impacts and
core current status has a mobilized effect on operations staff.

One of the variants of such presentation there can be figure 20, in which we represent
the plots showing the changes in the position of the working group in CR CPS and the
resulting changes of the offsets according to the recovered power release field and to the
readings of SPNDs.
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Fig. 20. The changes in the position of the working group in CR CPS and the resulting
changes of the offsets

6. CONCLUSIONS

Modern ICIS system for VVER-1000, including a number of sensors, cable runs,
corresponding measuring equipment and computer engineering, software, accumulated 30 year
experience of intrareactor researches on VVER reactors and is capable to ensure carrying out
of control, protection, informational, diagnostic functions and thus to promote real increase of
quality, reliability and safety in nuclear fuel and NPP power units operation.
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NOMENCLATURE

AE - Absorption Element
AS-LL - Application Software Of Lower Level
AS-UL - Application Software Of Upper Level
AKZ - Ionization Chamber Sensors
CC - Control Cluster
CPS - Control Protection System
CR - Control Rod
DPZ, SPND - Self-Powered Nuclear Detector
EP - Emergency Protection
FA - Fuel Assembly
FE - Fuel Element
IAEA - International Atomic Energy Agency
ICIS - In-Core Instrumentation System
ICMS - In-Core Instrumentation System
ICMS-M - In-Core Monitoring System-Modernized
IEC - International Electrotechnical Commission
Khortitsa-M - Application Software Package
KNI - Assembly Of SPNDs
MCP - Minimal Controlled Power
NFME - Neutron Flux Monitoring Equipment
NPP - Nuclear Power Plant
Permak - Program For Fuel Element-By-Element Calculation Using The Thirty-Layer

Approximation
PP - Preventive Protection
PR - Power Release
RBA - Rods With Burning-Up Absorber
RWS OP - Remote Workstation Location Of Operational Personnel
RWS SA - Remote Workstation Location Of System Administrator
SHW-LL - Soft And Hardware Complex Of Lower Level
SHW-UL - Soft And Hardware Complex Of Upper Level
TC - Thermocouples
Teff - Effective Time Of Working
TVS-M - FA Neutron-Physical Characteristics Calculation Program
W E R - Water Cooled Water Moderated Power Reactor
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